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DIALOGUE:
Light Red: Mate! The storm is coming right for us! What do we do!
Dark Red: Hang on! It’s going to be a rocky ride!
ACTIONS: Both teams brace themselves in hopes of surviving the storm.

DIALOGUE:
Blue team: Where?
Red team:  Are?
Everyone: We?
ACTIONS: Blue and red teams regain consciousness and look at their surroundings.



DIALOGUE: Everyone: Oh no…
ACTIONS: Both teams realize their ships are broken

DIALOGUE: Everyone: Well.
Actions: Everyone stares at their predicament with
varying levels of concern.

DIALOGUE:
ACTIONS: Both teams begin exploring the island

DIALOGUE:
Light blue: Huh?
Light red: What are you doing here?
ACTIONS: Everyone flinches at the sight of each
other

DIALOGUE:
Light blue: Oh I see… you too?

DIALOGUE:
Dark red: Alright, let’s just work together to head



Light red: …I guess so.
ACTIONS: Dark blue covers their face while the
others scowl

back home so we can take our trophy and-
ACTIONS: Blue team raises their eyebrows and
widen their eyes

DIALOGUE:
Dark blue: What are you talking about? We clearly
won.
Light red: Yeah right. Just admit it, you guys clearly
lost.
ACTIONS: The teams indignantly stare at each
other

DIALOGUE:
ACTIONS: Both teams break out into
indecipherable arguments

DIALOGUE:
Light blue: Alright, alright, alright, I think there’s only
one way to settle this.
Dark red: Yeah? And what’s that?
ACTIONS: Light blue stands between the bickering
teams, crossing their arms and sighing. Red team
looks away in disinterest.

DIALOGUE:
Light blue: Let’s have another race. First person to
get off this island and report back to the VEX
Seamanship competition wins the trophy.
ACTIONS: Light blue turns to face the red team.
Others look up in intrigue.



DIALOGUE:
Light blue: Resources on the island are first come
first serve.
ACTIONS:
THEME: Rings represent the resources scattered
throughout the island

DIALOGUE:
Light Red: Stealing is fair game, too. And to give
us each a head start, we both must keep on our
side of the island for the first day.
ACTIONS:
THEME: The first day represents the 15 second
autonomous period where each alliance must
remain on their side of the field. But they can
enter the neutral zone at their own risk of
encountering the other team.

DIALOGUE: Light blue: Do we have a deal?
ACTIONS: Light blue extends their hand. Red team exchanges glances before accepting light blue’s
handshake. Both teams give each other a last glance before returning to their rightful sides.



DIALOGUE:
Dark blue: Hey look! Satchels! We can use these to
store resources and keep them from getting to it!
Light blue: Smart thinking.
ACTIONS: Blue team brings their attention to netted
satchels hanging on a palm tree and pick up
resources and store them inside.
THEME: Satchels represent the alliance mobile
goals.

DIALOGUE:
Light blue: Those crates over there seem empty,
but they can store the heavier resources we can’t
carry.
ACTIONS: Light blue points to the empty crates
under the palm tree.
THEME: Crates represent the neutral mobile
goals

DIALOGUE:
Dark blue: That’s a good idea but those guys would
definitely steal them when we’re not looking.
Light blue: Right, we should watch our back, then.
ACTIONS:
THEME: The crates can be stolen to represent how
neutral mobile goals award points to the team that it
ends up with.

DIALOGUE:
Dark blue: Oh… and there’s that.
Light blue: We should get to building fast. The
sooner we’re off this island the better.
ACTIONS: Blue team approaches the destroyed
boat and examines the damage.
THEME: The boat’s damaged state represents a
platform that is not yet balanced.



DIALOGUE:
Light blue: We’ve got this, trust me. I wouldn’t have
challenged them if I wasn’t sure we would win.
Dark blue: Yeah, just one more race. We beat them
once, and we can do it again.
ACTIONS: Blue team sits at a campfire

DIALOGUE:
ACTIONS: Everyone envisions themselves
returning, to be met with the first place trophy.


